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Chic & Unique Wedding Cakes Learn how to make a wedding cake with these gorgeous projects

and easy-to-follow instructions from award-winning wedding cake designer Zoe Clark. Cake

decorating is the perfect way to celebrate a special day, and this book is packed with unique cake

designs for you to make at home for weddings and romantic occasions. It features 10 chapters,

each with a stunning wedding cake design and two coordinating smaller treats, including cupcakes,

mini cakes, cookies, fondant fancies and macaroons. Step-by-step illustrated instructions cover all

the essential techniques, such as piping and stencilling, and you will learn how to take inspiration

from your own wedding theme: the stationery, the flowers, the venue and, of course, the dress!

Inside Chic & Unique Wedding Cakes: Wedding Cake Designs--whether you are looking for a

classic floral tiered cake, a colourful macaroon cake, or a contemporary monochrome design, cake

decorating expert Zoe Clark has created something just for you. Recipes and Techniques--includes

all the cake decorating techniques you need to know to make your own wedding cake, from rolling

out sugarpaste to stacking and covering tiered cakes. You will also find baking recipes for sponge

cakes, chocolate cakes, fruit cakes and carrot cake, as well as for cupcakes, fondant fancies and

other smaller treats, and recipes for fillings and toppings, including buttercream frosting and

chocolate ganache.
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Zoe Clarke hails from London and has a shoppe in which she sells and writes and teaches class.

Wildly popular for her talents, she is definitely sought after as baker and teacher. This books tell



why.Without a doubt, Zoe has written another fine book on the art of making ethereal cakes! This

time, it encompasses 10 sets of beautiful cakes with a total of 30 accompanying ideas and designs

to make themed cakes, cupcakes, and cookies.Anything that comes from the talented mind and

hands of Ms. Clarke will always enchant you. This is her third offering for those who enjoy life

celebrations, and you will find fresh idea's, some with an edge you might not have thought of before.

She offers cakes that are in the vein of "shabby chic" with a twist. Pastels, delicate pressure piping,

stenciling, etc are part of the creations that she created.As far as what level of baker this book is

most suited, I would say that some solid skills would be a definite plus. While she does give the

steps needed to make these gorgeous themed cakes and such, it is not a teaching bible. But if you

the time and patience to learn, with perhaps another basic cake decorating book as your reference,

these cakes and treats, will be managed without problem.As usual, the photography is clear and

generous, with the assumption that you have had some exposure to this field of cake decorating.

The colors are mostly pastel with a couple of exceptions. The writing is also clear with numbered

steps to keep you in line with progression of the projects.I will really try not to give too much away in

describing this glorious book:INTRODUCTIONTOOLS & EQUIPMENTThis includes all the "baking

essentials" and "creative tools" used throughout the book for each project. In some books, the tools

are displayed separately and numbered so that you would know which is which and for what they

are used. In this book, the tools are grouped into 2 small photos, without numbers, but with

bulletpoints under the photos, of names and explanation. As I said previously, this is where the

basic knowledge helps.CHAPTER ONE: Dusky Rose RomanceThe cover cake of pastel pink

fondant and roses, and of white dots that cover the cake plus cupcakes and wedding cake-shaped

cookies to match.CHAPTER TWO: Damask Elegance3 graduated square, sherbet green cakes

decorated with delicately stenciled white damask pattern on the sides; wow! Ribboned mini-cakes

and lightly stenciled square cookies make the match!CHAPTER THREE: City WeddingThis was

modern and different but so perfect for a couple who want something traditional but crave some

modern flare! This is a graduated, multi-tiered cake with a simple, one-color, hexagonal shape with

sides that have run-outs of city skylines (Paris, New York , London, etc). This gives you no limit as

to how to combine the tastes of both bride and groom and even their loved ones. Are they from 2

different cities? No problem! Make skylines from each and place them around the cake. Do they

have a special city that means something to them? Make a run-out for them! Want to add a special

place of the heart for the parents of the couple? Make a run-out! The petit fours and hexagonal

cookies that accompany this cake were just as special and beautiful as well.CHAPTER FOUR:

Jewelled SplendourThis was a knockout AND a shout-out to the era of Art Deco! 3 tiers of various



height and sized round cakes are decorated with "jewels" that you make. That being said, you can

make the jewels that she shows you with dragees, candy pearls, coarse sugar sprinkles, etc or you

could make them with Isomalt and molds, (just another idea I'm tossing in), so you have alot of room

to create some really fabulous jewels! The jewelled cupcakes are to just faint over but ever so

simple to make and the jewelled butterfly cookies are beyond gorgeous! I gotta stop writing on this

one because I could go on forever.CHAPTER FIVE: Painting with Flowers3 tiered round cake with

3-D flowers that literally just pop out at you. In this one you get to paint on the cake as well. Very

simple but extremely memorable for the happy couple or even smaller in size for a shower or

birthday! The mini-cakes and cupcakes are tiny versions.CHAPTER SIX: Bordeaux DressA rounded

wedding cake, using ivory and white only as colors, and using brush embroidery and 3-D scallops of

lace and flowers that match the brides dress. The mini-cakes and wedding dress-shape cookies

complete the vision.CHAPTER SEVEN: Here Comes The GroomWell, its about time that we have

something just a bit different for our grooms! This is a far better choice for our handsome prince

than just a plain chocolate cake. This is a showstopper of "top hat and tails" theme that will knock

their socks off. Various sized squares that pay homage to the Roaring 20's with clean lines,

embossing, cumberbunds, and bowties. The tuxedo cupcakes and bowtie cookies were perfect

finishes!CHAPTER EIGHT: Sunset MacaroonsThis was very simple and clean with 4 separated and

graduated tiers of pastel colored round cakes. Each tier is decorated with same colored macaroons.

Very, very easy but with a "wow" effect. If making macaroons doesn't excite you, then just make

fondant circles instead, as Zoe writes, and the effect is still as beautiful. This one had no cupcake or

cookie ideas but suggested macaroons.CHAPTER NINE: Classical CharmOnce again, the WOW

factor for something easy yet very elegant. Various shapes and graduated tiers of cake are used,

for which some might think doesn't really work but in this set, it works magnificently. The tiers are

unicolor in a pale blue-grey which keeps everything uniformed so that the real star of the show is the

pressure piping and painting, in gold, using French-inspired art of thin, delicate lines, scrollwork, and

dots. The mini-cakes and medallion cookies are just exquisite!CHAPTER TEN: Flora

AbundanceThis is another breathtaking cake that mimics that column wedding dress that is shown

in the background of the photo. The ivory, square, 5 tiered, graduated cake has white, 3-D open

roses on gold-painted vines; I'm fainting!!!! The petit fours and flower cookies complete that vision

for your bride!RECIPES & TECHNIQUESYou get yellow, chocolate, carrot, and fruitcake recipes

along with a chart to determine filling amount for the pan sizes along with flavorings

variations.FILLINGS & COVERINGSButtercream frosting, ganache (white and chocolate), sugar

syrup, flavorings, portion sizes, and filling and flavoring quantities.BAKING & COVERING



TECHINIQUESWhile this is a great chapter on how to assemble cakes and such, a solid foundation

of knowledge on the subject would be a great asset beforehand. Prepping pans, filling, torting,

carving and sculpting, cakeboards covering, working with marzipan and sugarpaste, and

assembling are covered. Also, mini-cakes, cupcake, petit fours, and cookie teaching is covered.

Piping, using royal icing, using sugarpaste is also included as well as the templates used in all the

projects.SUPPLIERS, CREDITS, INDEXOK............I know I said I would try not to give away too

much of the contents, but I can't help myself. This is simply another great book from Zoe. Maybe

you have enough books like this on your shelves, and you don't feel the need to add more. But if

you're a baking fool like me, this was a real pleasure to add to my library.Peace!

I really enjoy Zoe Clark's books. I have several and will slowly acquire more. Even if the particular

cake illustrated and explained isn't something you will do, there is so much to be gained by watching

her technique (her books are very well illustrated) and reading her instructions that you pick up

ideas that you can then use in something more fitting for your own taste, experience, and needs.

Even though wedding cakes are beyond my abilities or ambitions, there were ideas I can use for

bridal showers and the birthdays of friends and relatives. There are also techniques that I don't think

I'll ever use, such as stenciling, that I have always been curious about. So I've really enjoyed going

through theses pages over and over again.

The cakes in this book are gorgeous but the lack of close-ups for some of the detailed projects was

very annoying. For example, I can't believe that there wasn't a better picture of the cake jewelry

cake on p. 37!! Oy vey!

I have gone through the book and it has lovely ideas...recipes, where to purchase products plus I

have taken one of her clases. I just love how delicate and beautiful her work is...I would recommend

her work for anyone that loves perfection.

the cakes are beautiful, the written instructions are good but i am more visual so just like another

review says in my opinion it does lack close-ups, because the designs are very intricate and

sometimes you cant really see how the design is exactly. I also wanted to see a recipe for

flowerpaste, because i'm still in the search for a good one.I would recommend this book for more

experienced cake decorators that would like but don't really need photos to know how things are

done. Overall it was a good purchase to add to my collection and it is great inspiration.



The item is of great book and an excellent guide. It is exactly what I expected and will look forward

to years of using the item because it is just what I wanted and even more. I highly recommend this

product and the seller.

Great book. Lots of great pictures too. Glad I purchased it. Can't wait to try baking the cakes. Every

baker should have this book.

A very nice book but the photographs were a bit difficult to see. Too light and unable to really see

the details.
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